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NBA: UNLOCKED?

•Sides reach tentative agreement 

•NBA lockout's winners and losers  

•Amico: December will be frantic month 
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•What players did during lockout 

•For contenders, the work just 

beginning 

Signing guard Jamal Crawford could be out of the question for the Hawks and GM Rick Sund 

might have to find a bargain at that position. (Jim Z. Rider/US PRESSWIRE)
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NBA teams still don't know their schedules and they're awaiting their marching orders from the league 

as the players continue the process of ratifying a new collective bargaining agreement that would end 

a five-month lockout. 

 

But if the players do ratify the agreement, as expected, 

operations could resume as quickly as Dec. 8, with regular 

season games beginning 17 days later. 

 

For teams like the Atlanta Hawks (44-38 last season), who 

will attempt to make a fifth consecutive playoff appearance, 

that means squeezing the usual months-long offseason 

into two and a half weeks and preparing a roster for a 66-

game schedule. 

 

The Hawks have most of their core players under contract 

– eight in total – but under the pending deal, they might not 

have much wiggle room under the new proposed salary 

cap to add players without having to pay the luxury tax, 

something the team has traditionally avoided. 

 

At present, those eight players – Joe Johnson ($18.0 

million), Al Horford ($12.0 million), Josh Smith ($12.4 

million), Marvin Williams ($7.5 million), Kirk Hinrich ($8.1 

million), Zaza Pachulia ($4.75 million), Jeff Teague ($1.58 million) and Pape Sy ($789,000) – 

represent $65.12 million in salaries. The luxury tax is expected to kick in at $70 million. 

 

The proposed CBA offers teams, if the Hawks choose to use it, a non-luxury tax-payer mid-level 

exception at $5 million for each of the first two seasons of the new agreement. 

 

Guard Jamal Crawford, who won the NBA's Sixth Man Award in 2010, had wanted a contract 

extension to start last season and made $10 million in 2010-11. Signing Crawford could be out of the 
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FREE TO GO?

Once the lockout ends, the bidding can 

begin on the top 10 free agents.

 

WHAT A WASTE!

Every NBA owner is throwing away money 
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question for the Hawks and general manager Rick Sund 

might have to find a bargain at that position, as he did in 

2008-09 when Flip Murray averaged 12.2 points per game 

for the Hawks in his lone season with them. 

 

If the Hawks expect to carry around 14 players, Sund is 

going to have his hands full trying to sign players for, on 

average, about $500,000. The Hawks would need to sign 

their only draft pick from this year, power forward Keith 

Benson out of Michigan's Oakland University, and find 

bench scoring. 

 

Last year the Hawks got quality minutes out of the likes of 

guard-forward Damien Wilkins, who earned $482,000. Center Jason Collins, who was instrumental 

with his defense of Orlando's Dwight Howard in helping the Hawks to advance past the first round, 

earned $1.35 million last season. 

 

But the Hawks do have an advantage in that they've earned playoff berths four straight seasons and 

have reached the second round for each of the last three with virtually the same core of players. 

 

With the emergence of Teague, now 23, last season after 

the Hawks traded veteran Mike Bibby to Washington, the 

Hawks appear poised to allow the third-year player out of 

Wake Forest his chance to start and run the point. Teague 

averaged 5.2 points, 2.0 and 0.6 steals while averaging 

only 13.8 minutes per game. But his numbers were much 

higher in the second half of the season when he began 

playing nearly 30 minutes per night. 

 

The Hawks' starting five remains intact and coach Larry 

Drew would have the option of starting either Hinrich or 

Marvin Williams with Joe Johnson filling in at either 

shooting guard or small forward, depending on the lineup. 

 

One much discussed provision of the proposed CBA is an "amnesty" clause, which would allow a team 

to cut a player -- while still paying his salary – so that it would not count against the cap. League 

analysts think this will be a seldom-used provision and it seems doubtful that the Hawks would do so. 

 

We could learn that answer – and plenty others – relatively soon. 
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